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How Do the Absurd and the Realistic Blend in Comic Strips?

One of my favorite webcomics is Wondermark (http://wondermark.com/), by David Malki !. What fascinates me about the strip is how mundane, ordinary elements get combined with unexpected elements to create a strong sense of the absurd, the fantastic(al), and the unreal. Generally, the physical setting of the strip is Dickensian, often involving not much more than two or three characters in a library, parlor, or dining room. Occasionally, the characters will interact in a scientific laboratory or public place, like on a street corner. Often it’s the language of the strip that creates the absurd. The characters broach topics that make little sense or, more accurately, stretch the very fabric of logic and sense to highly skewed proportions.

In strip #682, “Monkey Box and its ilk,” two characters are involved in what seems to be an ordinary conversation.

In panel 1, the man is seated and reading a newspaper article about a murder, the woman standing nearby. The man makes a comment about the story, but he doesn’t focus on the murder itself. Instead, he remarks in an understated disbelief that the name of the town is Monkey Box. The woman responds, seeming to explain away his concern by contextualizing the process of naturalization: the residents of Monkey Box may not even pay attention to the name of the town — it’s such a constant part of their world that it has become natural (naturalized) to them. As far as ordinary conversations go, so far so good.

*

*

*

In panel 2, the characters shift their focus from “Monkey Box” proper to other examples of place names. By the woman’s second turn, they are focused squarely on toponymy and the cognitive processes that speakers use (or fail to use) when they speak of a place.

*
It is in panel 3, however, when the strip begins to become so speculative as to be absurd. The man stays on topic, as all good conversationalists do, and the woman answers his questions. This tripartite question-and-answer exchange demonstrates turn-taking strategies that are universally available in everyday conversational discourse. But the content of the questions and, especially, the answers is bewildering.

The woman invents answers about the etymology of the city-name “Paris,” invoking the sport of fencing in her effort at linguistic reconstruction. But the end of the strip approaches, and in panel 4, Malki ! has the male character bring the interaction back into the realm of the real. Undeterred, the woman continues her word play, using another fencing term and matching it up with her version of geography, her mental map of France.

I imagine that there are any number of explanations regarding Malki !’s choices here and why he tells the story the way he does. Is he making commentary on willful ignorance? On the creativity involved in language play? On the art of conversation? In any case, Malki ! uses the concept of
folk etymology as a way of constructing the absurd in this strip, providing readers our own opportunities to reflect on our surroundings and the names of places we’ve lived in and have called home.
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